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Some Open Questions

— How to combine Information Retrieval and Recommendation  
(Learning to Rank ?) 

— Is combining official meta-data and Reader-generated content (reviews) 
useful ? 

— How to identify and exploit bibliographic references (cross-linking) ? 

— Is the content of the books useful ? (vs. reviews / abstracts only) ? 

— How to deal with complex queries ? 

— How to go beyond topical relevance ? (genre, reading level, recentness…) 
Classical solution (the Vector Space Model for IR): a weight is associated to every word in every 
document (a vector), the query is represented as a vector in the document space, a degree of 
similarity between the documents and the query can be estimated
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— OpenEdition Lab : a DH Research Program that aims to : 
     — Detect hot topics, hot books, hot papers  
     — Develop approaches for recommending and searching for books
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Searching for Books ? 
Very diverse needs : 

— Topicality 

— With a precise context             eg. arts in China during the XXth century 

— With named entities : locations (the book is about a specific location OR the action 
takes place at this location), proper names… 

— Style / Expertise / Language 

— fiction, novel, essay, proceedings, position papers… 

— for experts / for dummies / for children … 

— in English, in French, in old French, in (very) local languages … 

— looking for citations / references 

— in what book appears a given citation 

— what are the books that refer to a given one 

— Authority : 

— What are the most important books about … (what most important means ?) 

— What are the most popular books about … 

4

For Digital Humanities (and for Research Purposes) : Researchers may not be interested 

in the best-sellers but in the impact of a book = in the debate it provokes
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Searching for books : a complex (?) query
I	am	looking	for	the	best	mystery	books	set	in	New	York	City		
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Category	:	Mystery	
Sort	by	Avg.	Cust.	Review	
Query	:	New	York

in	Buffalo	NY,	near	Toronto

first	position	on	The	New	York	Times	
Best	Seller	list	in	2013,	«	New	York	
city	»	occurs	only	once	
in	the	book.

«	New	York	city	»	occurs	only	once	
in	the	book.	But	published	in	NYC,	 
reviewed	by	the	NY	Times
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Sort	by	Relevance		?
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http://social-book-search.humanities.uva.nl/#/overview

approach to retrieval. We started by using Wikipedia as an external source of
information, since many books have their dedicated Wikipedia article [3]. We
associate a Wikipedia article to each topic and we select the most informative
words from the articles in order to expand the query. For our recommendation
runs, we used the reviews and the ratings attributed to books by Amazon users.
We computed a ”social relevance” probability for each book, considering the
amount of reviews and the ratings. This probability was then interpolated with
scores obtained by Maximum Likelihood Estimates computed on whole Amazon
pages, or only on reviews and titles, depending on the run.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The following Section gives an
insight into the document collection whereas Section 3 describes the our retrieval
framework. Finally, we describe our runs in Section 4 and discuss some results
in Sections 5 and 6.

2 The Amazon collection

The document used for this year’s Book Track is composed of Amazon pages of
existing books. These pages consist of editorial information such as ISBN num-
ber, title, number of pages etc... However, in this collection the most important
content resides in social data. Indeed Amazon is social-oriented, and user can
comment and rate products they purchased or they own. Reviews are identi-
fied by the <review> fields and are unique for a single user: Amazon does not
allow a forum-like discussion. They can also assign tags of their creation to a
product. These tags are useful for refining the search of other users in the way
that they are not fixed: they reflect the trends for a specific product. In the
XML documents, they can be found in the <tag> fields. Apart from this user
classification, Amazon provides its own category labels that are contained in the
<browseNode> fields.

Table 1. Some facts about the Amazon collection.

Number of pages (i.e. books) 2, 781, 400
Number of reviews 15, 785, 133
Number of pages that contain a least a review 1, 915, 336

3 Retrieval model

3.1 Sequential Dependence Model

Like the previous year, we used a language modeling approach to retrieval [4].
We use Metzler and Croft’s Markov Random Field (MRF) model [5] to integrate
multiword phrases in the query. Specifically, we use the Sequential Dependance
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Searching for Books : Looking at Reviews
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Reviews	contain	:	
- keywords	
- topics	
- sentiment	
- abstracts	
- other	books



Social Tagging
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Complement	categories		but	a	lot	of	tags	!
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User Profiles (catalog, reviews, ratings)



Amazon : Organization of Items (Nodes & Items)
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Product Advertising API https://aws.amazon.com/

cf.	http://www.codediesel.com/libraries/amazon-advertising-api-browsenodes/



Amazon Navigation 
Graph : YASIV
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http://www.yasiv.com/#/Search?q=orwell&category=Books&lang=US



SBS Collection : Meta-data and Social Data
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2.8	Million	«	Documents	»	(book	descriptions)

http://social-book-search.humanities.uva.nl
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— Using NLP : to what extent ? (Named Entity Recognition, Syntactic Analysis…)

http://social-book-search.humanities.uva.nl

SBS Collection : Real Topics from Library Thing



Our proposal for CLEF Social Book Search (Amazon)
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IR : Sequential Dependance Model (SDM) - Markov Random Field (Metzler & Croft, 2004) and/or Divergence 
From Randomness (InL2) model + Query Expansion with Dependance Analysis
Ratings  : The more a book has reviews and the more it has good ratings, the more relevant it is.
Graph : Expanding the retrieved books with Similar Books then Reranking with PageRank

13

● We tested many reranking methods. Combining the 
retrieval model scores and other scores based on social 
information.

● For each document compute:
– PageRank: algorithm that exploits link structure to score 

the important of nodes in the graph.

– Likeliness: Computed from information generated by 
users (reviews and ratings). More the book has a lot of 
reviews and good ratings, the more interesting it is. 

Graph Modeling – Reranking Schemes
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Graph Modeling - Recommendation

Page	Rank	+	Similar	Products -	Best	results	in	2011	 
(Judgements	obtained	by	crowdsourcing)	
(IR	and	ratings)  
P@10	≈	0.58  

-	Good	results	in	2014	
(IR,	ratings,	expansion)	
P@10	≈	0.23	;	MAP	≈	0.44  
 
-	in	2015	:	rank	25/47	
(IR	+	graph	  
but	graph	improved	IR)	
P@10	≈	0.2	
(best	0.39,	included	 
the	price	of	books)	
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Our proposal for Scholarly Book Search (OpenEdition)
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Searching for Book Reviews in Scientific Journals

• Supervised approaches for filtering = a new kind of genre classification 

• Feature selection : Threshold (Z-score) + random forest 

• Features : unigrams (words), localisation of named entities / dates
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Figure 4: ”Location” named entity distribution

Figure 5: ”Date” named entity distribution

methods to build our classifiers, and evaluate the
resulting models on new test cases. The focus of
our work has been on comparing the effectiveness
of different inductive learning algorithms (Naive
Bayes, Support Vector Machines with RBF and
Linear Kernels) in terms of classification accuracy.
We also explored alternative document represen-
tations (bag-of-words, feature selection using z-
score, Named Entity repartition in the text).

6.1 Naive Bayes (NB)

In order to evaluate different classification mod-
els, we have adopted as a baseline the naive Bayes
approach (Zubaryeva and Savoy, 2010). The clas-
sification system has to choose between two pos-
sible hypotheses: h0 = It is a Review and h1 =
It is not a Review the class that has the maxi-
mum value according to the Equation (5). Where
|w| indicates the number of words included in the
current document and wj is the number of words
that appear in the document.

arg max

hi

P (hi).
|w|Y

j=1

P (wj |hi) (5)

where P (wj |hi) =
tfj,hi
nhi

We estimate the probabilities with the Equation
(5) and get the relation between the lexical fre-
quency of the word wj in the whole size of the
collection Thi (denoted tfj,hi) and the size of the
corresponding corpus.

6.2 Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVM designates a learning approach introduced
by Vapnik in 1995 for solving two-class pattern
recognition problem (Vapnik, 1995). The SVM
method is based on the Structural Risk Mini-
mization principle (Vapnik, 1995) from computa-
tional learning theory. In their basic form, SVMs
learn linear threshold function. Nevertheless, by
a simple plug-in of an appropriate kernel func-
tion, they can be used to learn linear classifiers,
radial basic function (RBF) networks, and three-
layer sigmoid neural nets (Joachims, 1998). The
key in such classifiers is to determine the opti-
mal boundaries between the different classes and
use them for the purposes of classification (Ag-
garwal and Zhai, 2012). Having the vectors form
the different representations presented below. we
used the Weka toolkit to learning model. This
model with the use of the linear kernel and Radial
Basic Function(RBF) sometimes allows to reach
a good level of performance at the cost of fast
growth of the processing time during the learning
stage.(Kummer, 2012)

6.3 Results

We have used different strategies to represent each
textual unit. First, the unigram model (Bag-of-
Words) where all words are considered as features.
We also used feature selection based on the nor-
malized z-score by keeping the first 1000 words
according to this score (after removing all words
that appear less than 5 times). As the third ap-
proach, we suggested that the common features
between the Review collection can be located in
the Named Entity distribution in the text.

Table 4: Results showing the performances of
the classification models using different indexing
schemes on the test set. The best values for the
Review class are noted in bold and those for
Review class are are underlined

Review Review
# Model R P F-M R P F-M
1 NB 65.5% 81.5% 72.6% 81.6% 65.7% 72.8%

SVM (Linear) 99.6% 98.3% 98.9% 97.9% 99.5% 98.7%
SVM (RBF) 89.8% 97.2% 93.4% 96.8% 88.5% 92.5%
* C = 5.0
* � = 0.00185

2 NB 90.6% 64.2% 75.1% 37.4% 76.3% 50.2%
SVM (Linear) 87.2% 81.3% 84.2% 75.3% 82.7% 78.8%
SVM (RBF) 87.2% 86.5% 86.8% 83.1% 84.0% 83.6%
* C = 32.0
* � = 0.00781

3 NB 80.0% 68.4% 73.7% 54.2% 68.7% 60.6%
SVM (Linear) 77.0% 81.9% 79.4% 78.9% 73.5% 76.1%
SVM (RBF) 81.2% 48.6% 79.9% 72.6% 75.8% 74.1%
* C = 8.0
* � = 0.03125

the corpus. In order to give more importance to
the difference in how many times a term appear in
both classes, we used the normalized z-score de-
scribed in Equation (4) with the measure � intro-
duced in Equation (3)

� =
tfC0 � tfC1

tfC0 + tfC1
(3)

The normalization measure � is taken into account
to calculate normalized z-score as following:

Z

�(wi|Cj) =

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

Z(wi|Cj).(1 + |�(wi|Cj |)
if Z > 0 and � > 0,
or if Z  0 and �  0

Z(wi|Cj).(1� |�(wi|Cj |)
if Z > 0 and �  0,
or if Z  0 and � > 0

(4)
In the table 3 we can observe the 30 highest nor-

malized Z scores for Review and Review classes
for the corpus after an unigram indexing scheme
was performed. We can see that a lot of this fea-
tures relate to the classe where they predominate.

Table 3: Distribution of the 30 highest normalized
Z scores across the corpus.

# Feature Z�

score
# Feature Z�

score
1 abandonne 30.14 16 winter 9.23
2 seront 30.00 17 cleo 8.88
3 biographie 21.84 18 visible 8.75
4 entranent 21.20 19 fondamentale 8.67
5 prise 21.20 20 david 8.54
6 sacre 21.20 21 pratiques 8.52
7 toute 20.70 22 signification 8.47
8 quitte 19.55 23 01 8.38
9 dimension 15.65 24 institutionnels 8.38
10 les 14.43 25 1930 8.16
11 commandement 11.01 26 attaques 8.14
12 lie 10.61 27 courrier 8.08
13 construisent 10.16 28 moyennes 7.99
14 lieux 10.14 29 petite 7.85
15 garde 9.75 30 adapted 7.84

In our training corpus, we have 106 911 words
obtained from the Bag-of-Words approach. We se-
lected all tokens (features) that appear more than
5 times in each classes. The goal is therefore to
design a method capable of selecting terms that
clearly belong to one genre of documents. We ob-
tained a vector space that contains 5 957 words
(features). After calculating the normalized z-
score of all features, we selected the first 1 000
features according to this score.

5.3 Using Named Entity (NE) distribution as
features

Most of researches involve removing irrelevant de-
scriptors. In this section, we describe a new ap-
proach for better represent the documents in the
context of this study. The purpose is to find ele-
ments that characterize the Review class.

After a linguistic and statistical corpus analysis,
we identified some common characteristics (illus-
trated in Figure 3, 4 and 5). We have identified
that the presence of the bibliographical reference
or some its elements (title, author(s) and date) of
the reviewed book is often in the title of the review,
as in the following example:

[...]<title level="a" type="main"> Dean R. Hoge,
Jacqueline E. Wenger,
<hi rend="italic">

Evolving Visions of the Priesthood. Changes from Vatican II
to the Turn of the New Century
</hi>

</title>

<title type="sub"> Collegeville (MIN), Liturgical Press,
2003, 226 p.
</title> [...]

In the Review class, we found scientific arti-
cles. In those documents, a bibliography section
is generally present at the end of the text. As we
know, this section contains authors’ names, loca-
tions, dates, etc... However, in the Review class
this section is quite often absent. Based on this
analysis, we tagged all documents of each class
using the Named Entity Recognition tool TagEN
(Poibeau, 2003). We aim to explore the distribu-
tion of 3 named entities (”authors’ names”, ”loca-
tions” and ”dates”) in the text after removing all
XML-HTML tags. After that, we divided texts
into 10 parts (the size of each part = total num-
ber of words / 10). The distribution ratio of each
named entity in each part is used as feature to build
the new document representation and we obtained
a set of 30 features.

Figure 3: ”Person” named entity distribution

6 Experiments

In this section we describe results from experi-
ments using a collection of documents from Re-
vues.org and the Web. We use supervised learning

Figure 4: ”Location” named entity distribution

Figure 5: ”Date” named entity distribution

methods to build our classifiers, and evaluate the
resulting models on new test cases. The focus of
our work has been on comparing the effectiveness
of different inductive learning algorithms (Naive
Bayes, Support Vector Machines with RBF and
Linear Kernels) in terms of classification accuracy.
We also explored alternative document represen-
tations (bag-of-words, feature selection using z-
score, Named Entity repartition in the text).

6.1 Naive Bayes (NB)

In order to evaluate different classification mod-
els, we have adopted as a baseline the naive Bayes
approach (Zubaryeva and Savoy, 2010). The clas-
sification system has to choose between two pos-
sible hypotheses: h0 = It is a Review and h1 =
It is not a Review the class that has the maxi-
mum value according to the Equation (5). Where
|w| indicates the number of words included in the
current document and wj is the number of words
that appear in the document.

arg max

hi

P (hi).
|w|Y

j=1

P (wj |hi) (5)

where P (wj |hi) =
tfj,hi
nhi

We estimate the probabilities with the Equation
(5) and get the relation between the lexical fre-
quency of the word wj in the whole size of the
collection Thi (denoted tfj,hi) and the size of the
corresponding corpus.

6.2 Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVM designates a learning approach introduced
by Vapnik in 1995 for solving two-class pattern
recognition problem (Vapnik, 1995). The SVM
method is based on the Structural Risk Mini-
mization principle (Vapnik, 1995) from computa-
tional learning theory. In their basic form, SVMs
learn linear threshold function. Nevertheless, by
a simple plug-in of an appropriate kernel func-
tion, they can be used to learn linear classifiers,
radial basic function (RBF) networks, and three-
layer sigmoid neural nets (Joachims, 1998). The
key in such classifiers is to determine the opti-
mal boundaries between the different classes and
use them for the purposes of classification (Ag-
garwal and Zhai, 2012). Having the vectors form
the different representations presented below. we
used the Weka toolkit to learning model. This
model with the use of the linear kernel and Radial
Basic Function(RBF) sometimes allows to reach
a good level of performance at the cost of fast
growth of the processing time during the learning
stage.(Kummer, 2012)

6.3 Results

We have used different strategies to represent each
textual unit. First, the unigram model (Bag-of-
Words) where all words are considered as features.
We also used feature selection based on the nor-
malized z-score by keeping the first 1000 words
according to this score (after removing all words
that appear less than 5 times). As the third ap-
proach, we suggested that the common features
between the Review collection can be located in
the Named Entity distribution in the text.

Table 4: Results showing the performances of
the classification models using different indexing
schemes on the test set. The best values for the
Review class are noted in bold and those for
Review class are are underlined

Review Review
# Model R P F-M R P F-M
1 NB 65.5% 81.5% 72.6% 81.6% 65.7% 72.8%

SVM (Linear) 99.6% 98.3% 98.9% 97.9% 99.5% 98.7%
SVM (RBF) 89.8% 97.2% 93.4% 96.8% 88.5% 92.5%
* C = 5.0
* � = 0.00185

2 NB 90.6% 64.2% 75.1% 37.4% 76.3% 50.2%
SVM (Linear) 87.2% 81.3% 84.2% 75.3% 82.7% 78.8%
SVM (RBF) 87.2% 86.5% 86.8% 83.1% 84.0% 83.6%
* C = 32.0
* � = 0.00781

3 NB 80.0% 68.4% 73.7% 54.2% 68.7% 60.6%
SVM (Linear) 77.0% 81.9% 79.4% 78.9% 73.5% 76.1%
SVM (RBF) 81.2% 48.6% 79.9% 72.6% 75.8% 74.1%
* C = 8.0
* � = 0.03125

Figure 4: ”Location” named entity distribution

Figure 5: ”Date” named entity distribution

methods to build our classifiers, and evaluate the
resulting models on new test cases. The focus of
our work has been on comparing the effectiveness
of different inductive learning algorithms (Naive
Bayes, Support Vector Machines with RBF and
Linear Kernels) in terms of classification accuracy.
We also explored alternative document represen-
tations (bag-of-words, feature selection using z-
score, Named Entity repartition in the text).

6.1 Naive Bayes (NB)

In order to evaluate different classification mod-
els, we have adopted as a baseline the naive Bayes
approach (Zubaryeva and Savoy, 2010). The clas-
sification system has to choose between two pos-
sible hypotheses: h0 = It is a Review and h1 =
It is not a Review the class that has the maxi-
mum value according to the Equation (5). Where
|w| indicates the number of words included in the
current document and wj is the number of words
that appear in the document.

arg max

hi

P (hi).
|w|Y

j=1

P (wj |hi) (5)

where P (wj |hi) =
tfj,hi
nhi

We estimate the probabilities with the Equation
(5) and get the relation between the lexical fre-
quency of the word wj in the whole size of the
collection Thi (denoted tfj,hi) and the size of the
corresponding corpus.

6.2 Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVM designates a learning approach introduced
by Vapnik in 1995 for solving two-class pattern
recognition problem (Vapnik, 1995). The SVM
method is based on the Structural Risk Mini-
mization principle (Vapnik, 1995) from computa-
tional learning theory. In their basic form, SVMs
learn linear threshold function. Nevertheless, by
a simple plug-in of an appropriate kernel func-
tion, they can be used to learn linear classifiers,
radial basic function (RBF) networks, and three-
layer sigmoid neural nets (Joachims, 1998). The
key in such classifiers is to determine the opti-
mal boundaries between the different classes and
use them for the purposes of classification (Ag-
garwal and Zhai, 2012). Having the vectors form
the different representations presented below. we
used the Weka toolkit to learning model. This
model with the use of the linear kernel and Radial
Basic Function(RBF) sometimes allows to reach
a good level of performance at the cost of fast
growth of the processing time during the learning
stage.(Kummer, 2012)

6.3 Results

We have used different strategies to represent each
textual unit. First, the unigram model (Bag-of-
Words) where all words are considered as features.
We also used feature selection based on the nor-
malized z-score by keeping the first 1000 words
according to this score (after removing all words
that appear less than 5 times). As the third ap-
proach, we suggested that the common features
between the Review collection can be located in
the Named Entity distribution in the text.

Table 4: Results showing the performances of
the classification models using different indexing
schemes on the test set. The best values for the
Review class are noted in bold and those for
Review class are are underlined

Review Review
# Model R P F-M R P F-M
1 NB 65.5% 81.5% 72.6% 81.6% 65.7% 72.8%

SVM (Linear) 99.6% 98.3% 98.9% 97.9% 99.5% 98.7%
SVM (RBF) 89.8% 97.2% 93.4% 96.8% 88.5% 92.5%
* C = 5.0
* � = 0.00185

2 NB 90.6% 64.2% 75.1% 37.4% 76.3% 50.2%
SVM (Linear) 87.2% 81.3% 84.2% 75.3% 82.7% 78.8%
SVM (RBF) 87.2% 86.5% 86.8% 83.1% 84.0% 83.6%
* C = 32.0
* � = 0.00781

3 NB 80.0% 68.4% 73.7% 54.2% 68.7% 60.6%
SVM (Linear) 77.0% 81.9% 79.4% 78.9% 73.5% 76.1%
SVM (RBF) 81.2% 48.6% 79.9% 72.6% 75.8% 74.1%
* C = 8.0
* � = 0.03125
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Linking Contents by Analyzing the References
In Books : no common stylesheet (or a lot of stylesheets poorly respected…)  

Our proposal : 

1) Searching for references in the document / footnotes (Support Vector Machines) 

2) Annotating the references (Conditional Random Fields) 

BILBO : Our (open-source) software for Reference Analysis
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Google Digital Humanities Research Awards (2012) 

Annotation

DOI	search	
(Crossref)

OpenEdition	Journals	:	more	than	1.5	million	references	analyzed

Test	:	http://bilbo.openeditionlab.org	
Sources	:	http://github.com/OpenEdition/bilbo
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Test	:	http://bilbo.openeditionlab.org	
Sources	:	http://github.com/OpenEdition/bilbo
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Sentiment Analysis on Reviews
• Statistical Metrics (PMI, Z-score, odd ratio…) 

• Combined with Linguistic Ressources
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Z_score for each term ti in a class Cj (tij) by cal-
culating its term relative frequency tfrij in a par-
ticular class Cj, as well as the mean (meani) 
which is the term probability over the whole cor-
pus multiplied by nj the number of terms in the 
class Cj, and standard deviation (sdi) of term ti 
according to the underlying corpus (see Eq. 
(1,2)).  
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 The term which has salient frequency in a class 
in compassion to others will have a salient 
Z_score. Z_score was exploited for SA by 
(Zubaryeva and Savoy  2010) , they choose a 
threshold (>2) for selecting the number of terms 
having Z_score more than the threshold, then 
they used a logistic regression for combining 
these scores. We use Z_scores as added features 
for classification because the tweet is too short, 
therefore many tweets does not have any words 
with salient Z_score. The three following figures 
1,2,3 show the distribution of Z_score over each 
class, we remark that the majority of terms has 
Z_score between -1.5 and 2.5 in each class and 
the rest are either vey frequent (>2.5) or very rare 
(<-1.5). It should indicate that negative value 
means that the term is not frequent in this class in 
comparison with its frequencies in other classes. 
Table1 demonstrates the first ten terms having 
the highest Z_scores in each class. We have test-
ed to use different values for the threshold, the 
best results was obtained when the threshold is 3. 
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Table1. The first ten terms having the highest Z_score in 
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-  Sentiment Lexicon Features (POL) 
We used two sentiment lexicons, MPQA Subjec-
tivity Lexicon(Wilson, Wiebe et al. 2005) and 

Bing Liu's Opinion Lexicon which is created by 
(Hu and Liu 2004) and augmented in many latter 
works. We extract the number of positive, nega-
tive and neutral words in tweets according to the-
se lexicons. Bing Liu's lexicon only contains 
negative and positive annotation but Subjectivity 
contains negative, positive and neutral. 

 
- Part Of Speech (POS) 
We annotate each word in the tweet by its POS 
tag, and then we compute the number of adjec-
tives, verbs, nouns, adverbs and connectors in 
each tweet. 

4 Evaluation 

4.1 Data collection 
  We used the data set provided in SemEval 2013 
and 2014 for subtask B of sentiment analysis in 
Twitter(Rosenthal, Ritter et al. 2014) (Wilson, 
Kozareva et al. 2013). The participants were 
provided with training tweets annotated as posi-
tive, negative or neutral. We downloaded these 
tweets using a given script. Among 9646 tweets, 
we could only download 8498 of them because 
of protected profiles and deleted tweets. Then, 
we used the development set containing 1654 
tweets for evaluating our methods. We combined 
the development set with training set and built a 
new model which predicted the labels of the test 
set 2013 and 2014.  

 
4.2 Experiments 

 
Official Results 
   The results of our system submitted for 
SemEval evaluation gave 46.38%, 52.02% for 
test set 2013 and 2014 respectively. It should 
mention that these results are not correct because 
of a software bug discovered after the submis-
sion deadline, therefore the correct results is 
demonstrated as non-official results. In fact the 
previous results are the output of our classifier 
which is trained by all the features in section 3, 
but because of index shifting error the test set 
was represented by all the features except the 
terms. 

 
Non-official Results 
  We have done various experiments using the 
features presented in Section 3 with Multinomial 
Naïve-Bayes model. We firstly constructed fea-
ture vector of tweet terms which gave 49%, 46% 
for test set 2013, 2014 respectively. Then, we 
augmented this original vector by the Z_score 
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features which improve the performance by 6.5% 
and 10.9%, then by pre-polarity features which 
also improve the f-measure by 4%, 6%, but the 
extending with POS tags decreases the f-
measure. We also test all combinations with the-
se previous features, Table2 demonstrates the 
results of each combination, we remark that POS 
tags are not useful over all the experiments, the 
best result is obtained by combining Z_score and 
pre-polarity features. We find that Z_score fea-
tures improve significantly the f-measure and 
they are better than pre-polarity features.    

 

 
Figure 1 Z_score distribution in positive class 

 
Figure 2 Z_score distribution in neutral class 

 
Figure 3 Z_score distribution in negative class 

 Features F-measure 
2013 2014 

Terms 49.42 46.31 
Terms+Z 55.90 57.28 
Terms+POS 43.45 41.14 
Terms+POL 53.53 52.73 
Terms+Z+POS 52.59 54.43 
Terms+Z+POL 58.34 59.38 
Terms+POS+POL 48.42 50.03 
Terms+Z+POS+POL 55.35 58.58 
Table 2. Average f-measures for positive and negative clas-

ses of SemEval2013 and 2014 test sets. 
We repeated all previous experiments after using 
a twitter dictionary where we extend the tweet by 
the expressions related to each emotion icons or 
abbreviations in tweets. The results in Table3 
demonstrate that using that dictionary improves 
the f-measure over all the experiments, the best 
results obtained also by combining Z_scores and 
pre-polarity features. 
 
Features F-measure 

2013 2014 
Terms 50.15 48.56 
Terms+Z 57.17 58.37 
Terms+POS 44.07 42.64 
Terms+POL 54.72 54.53 
Terms+Z+POS 53.20 56.47 
Terms+Z+POL 59.66 61.07 
Terms+POS+POL 48.97 51.90 
Terms+Z+POS+POL 55.83 60.22 

Table 3. Average f-measures for positive and negative clas-
ses of SemEval2013 and 2014 test sets after using a twitter 

dictionary. 

5 Conclusion 

  In this paper we tested the impact of using 
Twitter Dictionary, Sentiment Lexicons, Z_score 
features and POS tags for the sentiment classifi-
cation of tweets. We extended the feature vector 
of tweets by all these features; we have proposed 
new type of features Z_score and demonstrated 
that they can improve the performance. 
We think that Z_score can be used in different 
ways for improving the Sentiment Analysis, we 
are going to test it in another type of corpus and 
using other methods in order to combine these 
features. 
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Building a Graph of Books
— Nodes = books + properties (metadata, #reviews and ranking, page ranks, ratings…) 

— Edges = links between books  

— Book A refers to Book B according to:  
           — Bibliographic references and citations (in the book / in the reviews) 
           — Amazon recommendation (People who bought A bought B, People who liked A liked B…) 

— A is similar to B 
            — They share bibliographic references 
            — Full-text similarity + similarity between the metadata

24

The	graph	allows	to	
estimate		
—	«	Book	Ranks	»	
(cf.	the	Google’s	Page	Rank)	
—	Neighborhood	
—	Shortest	paths

…Evaluation	in	progress…
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Conclusion : (Still) (Half)Open Questions

— How to combine Information Retrieval and Recommendation ?  
        - Learning to Rank : the best way now  
        but… what is a good recommendation is not clear (crowdsourcing ?) 
        - Using Reader Profiles (cf. CLEF Social Book Search track since 2015) 

— Is combining « official » meta-data and Reader-generated content (reviews) useful ?  
        YES 

— How to go beyond topical relevance ? (quality, authority, genre, expertise…)  
        Combining Graph analysis / Sentiment analysis 
        Natural Language Processing 

— How to deal with complex queries ?  
        NLP (dependencies, sub-queries, aspects…) — cf. Question Answering 
        Translating Natural Language Query into Structured Queries 

— How to identify and exploit references (cross-linking) ?  
        Supervised probabilistic approaches (robust, effective and efficient) 

— Is the content of the books useful ? (vs. reviews / abstracts only) ?  
        Not sure for retrieval… 
        For linking  : YES (at least when the book is not a best-seller - not many reviews)
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